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Pragmatic questions as alignment and disalignment strategies in original and dubbed film 
dialogue  
 
Recent research has shown the high frequency of direct questions in original and dubbed film 
dialogue (Ghia 2014). In addition to their narrative role, questions are used to represent 
interpersonal relationships on screen and correlate with highly recurring genre-specific frames 
depicting conflictual exchanges among characters or characters’ encounters and/or introduction (cf. 
Taylor 2006; Pavesi 2011). In these sequences, pragmatic questions often appear as devices to mark 
alignment or disalignment among interactants, respectively expressed through affiliative and 
disaffiliative interrogatives (Koshik 2003; Steensig, Drew 2008). Based on the exploration of the 
Pavia Corpus of Film Dialogue, a parallel and comparable corpus of English and Italian original and 
dubbed film dialogue (Pavesi 2014), the current study aims at investigating the ways in which 
affiliative and disaffiliative questions are constructed in original English filmic speech and its dubbed 
translation into Italian. The source and target languages show rather high similarity in the ratio of 
pragmatic questions and in their expression of alignment and disalignment – with a notable 
prevalence of disaffiliative interrogatives carrying conflict-initiating role. However, different 
strategies are privileged in the two languages as far as the linguistic expression of stance is 
concerned. The English source text does not rely on a single and specific pattern to signal alignment, 
while it marks disaffiliation through inserts, emotionally-loaded chunks (Freddi 2009; Bednarek 
2012) and non-canonical word order in the interrogative. Conversely, dubbed Italian appears to 
resort to independent means, frequently drawing on weak connectors (cf. Voghera 1992; Bazzanella 
1994) and other question openers to express disalignment and preferring different types of 
syntactically marked structures (i.e. dislocations and clefted questions) in the construction of 
affiliation. Findings thus suggest that, despite matching questions with similar affiliative or 
disaffiliative frames, dubbed dialogue distances itself from the source text in the selection of specific 
linguistic markers to transfer and ‘re-portray’ interpersonal relationships in the target linguaculture. 
Some of these markers align with target language usage (Voghera 1992; Berretta 1996), showing an 
effort to comply with target audience needs and to recreate the suspension of disbelief at the 
level of interpersonal stance. 
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